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Agile, flexible, resilient — today’s supply chains must be all this
and more to be able to adapt to changes over which they have no
control, such as natural disasters, political instability, regulation and
dramatic economic changes. Add to that the pressures of delivering
in a digital-first economy and rapidly changing market dynamics and
supply chain leaders have their work cut out for them.

THE NEXT GENERATION OF SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
generates a constant stream of data that is
often too much for traditional supply chain
models and old-school legacy systems to
handle. GEP NEXXE is built on the floating
foundation of a self-cleansing data lake,
which feeds off these streams of data from
every stage in the supply chain.

GEP NEXXE™ is an end-to-end supply
chain management software solution that is
designed to deal with the supply chains of
today and the future.
A cloud-native, AI-powered, data-centric
platform, GEP NEXXE works seamlessly
with GEP SMART™ to provide you with
the world’s only end-to-end supply chain
and source-to-pay software in one
complete solution.

GEP MINERVA™, our proprietary artificial
intelligence technology, resides natively
within every function and feature of
GEP NEXXE. This enables you to manage
every aspect of a global, complex supply
chain, no matter how massive or minimal.

Driven by rapid technological advances,
every link in the modern-day supply chain
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“GEP combines supply chain acumen with deep knowledge
of industry-specific procurement practices and suppliers, reflecting its
strong sourcing and procurement heritage. This places GEP in a unique
position to help clients balance opportunity with risk as they evaluate,
rationalize, and optimize their supplier ecosystems.”
– ALM Intelligence

CLOUD INTEGRATOR
Decentralization, disruption, and digitalization are the three forces that continue to
shape 21st century supply chains. Suppliers, logistics partners, production facilities,
wholesalers and retailers come with their own data and ERP, which create an unwieldy
data-overload environment.
GEP NEXXE™ is a cloud-native solution that plugs-and-plays effortlessly into your
existing legacy system to extract the vast streams of data coming out of your supply
chain and send it all to a safe repository where it’s collated, cleaned and categorized.

DATA LAKE
The foundation of GEP NEXXE is our data lake, which lives natively in the cloud
and always has space for more. The data lake is self-cleaning, sorting out and
meticulously arranging all data and metadata, eliminating duplicates and sorting
multiple entries into one.
The vast collection of data and metadata present in the lake enables GEP MINERVATM
to find patterns, insights and analyses that empower you with quick, accurate and
meaningful business results.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Named after the Roman goddess of wisdom, strategy and trade, GEP MINERVA is our
proprietary artificial intelligence technology that is embedded at the heart of all of our
software solutions. A matrix of cutting-edge AI technologies, GEP MINERVA optimizes
and transforms business operations.
GEP MINERVA’s vast array of features, from predictive analytics, cognitive capabilities,
data normalization, conversational user experiences, human-in-the-loop learning
and decision support tools empowers your organization with unprecedented
competitive advantages.
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CONTROL TOWER
User-first is one of the guiding philosophies behind GEP NEXXE and it shows in the
intuitive, easy-to-understand and easier-to-use interface. Log in and start working
without the need for specialized consultants or external IT crews.
Gain total visibility across your entire supply chain from one place. The control tower
is your one-stop window into every link in your supply chain. GEP NEXXE features
state-of-the-art tools that allow you to collaborate with every stakeholder in your
organization, maximize visibility with real-time status reports and updates, and action
AI-powered insights with improved planning and productivity.

THE GEP NEXXE ADVANTAGE
Made by supply chain professionals for supply chain professionals, GEP NEXXE
seamlessly fits in with any ERP system to provide you with a whole host of functions
across supply chain collaboration, visibility and execution, and planning.

OPTIMIZE OPERATIONS WITH END-TO-END SUPPLY CHAIN
VISIBILITY AND EXECUTION
GEP NEXXE offers a complete,
end-to-end view of your logistics, inventory
and warehouse management processes
and people in real time. Take advantage of
low-touch mobile-enabled transactions for
warehouses and logistics to gain visibility

Inventory
and Warehouse
Management

into inventory across all locations and with all
trading partners. From air freight and shipping
cargo all the way down to the exact bin level
in the warehouse, leverage total visibility
into shipments and inventory on the move.
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BOOST COMMUNICATION WITH REAL-TIME MULTI-TIER
SUPPLY CHAIN COLLABORATION
Enable real-time collaboration with your
supply chain partners to balance supply
and demand and ensure accurate and timely
delivery. GEP NEXXE™ leverages advanced
AI, analytics and machine learning to
improve collaboration, drive action-oriented
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resolution and boost profitability.
Integrate advanced technology to ensure
cross-organizational collaboration, enabling
engagement with multiple tiers of suppliers
and customers on a wide range of supply
chain processes.
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MAXIMIZE BUSINESS RESULTS WITH WORLD-CLASS
SUPPLY CHAIN PLANNING
GEP NEXXE offers best-in-class, collaborative
supply chain planning tools that generate
goal-optimized plans to maximize business
outcomes such as profitability and customer
satisfaction. Taking real-time supply chain
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data from multiple partners, GEP NEXXE’s
supply chain planning suite aligns with your
demand, supply and logistics goals and
creates actionable strategies to drive tangible
business growth
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